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Quantitation of neuromuscular block during anaesthesia has been recommended as a routine procedure (Katz 1965a) . It is certainly worth while in the management of the severely ill patient and in the teaching of the correct use of neuromuscular blocking drugs, as well as in research. Changes in the force of contraction in response to supramaximal stimulation of the ulnar nerve is generally regarded as the method of choice (Katz 1965b) . A considerable number of commercially available force displacement transducers have been used or adapted for this purpose (Katz 1965b , Waits et al. 1968 , Tyrrell 1969 ; however, because of cost considerations another such device is described here, which was made for less than 30 dollars within our hospital workshops. DESCRIPTION An exploded view of the device is shown in Figure 1 , and reference is made to the numbers shown in that Figure. The transducer consists of a mild steel strap (2) 23 cm long, 1·9 cm broad and 0·4-0·5cm thick (9x!x i~ in). Two strain gauge elements (3) (Phillips, PR 9834Kj05 FE) are bonded to it, one on either side. This lever is mounted in two aluminium blocks (5) 6 x3 xl·9 cm each, held together by two large screws. The assembly mounts on a stud on the arm splint (1) made of aluminium and is held there by a wing-nut. The arm splint is lined by 1 cm depth of plastic foam. The thumb is attached to the lever by a ring and wing-nut (4). A small aluminium plate is attached to the mounting blocks (5) to carry a DIN. socket (6) and a 200-ohm, 10-turn helical potentiometer (7).
The two strain gauge elements (3) form two arms of a Wheatstone bridge, while the other two arms are made up by the potentiometer. The input to the bridge is taken to each strain gauge and either end of the potentiometer and the output is taken from the other ends of the strain gauges, joined together, and the" brush" of the potentiometer. The potentiometer serves as a coarse balancing adjustment, fine balancing being done on the strain gauge pre-amplifier of the recorder used. 
MANUFACTURE
The mechanical production of the components and their assembly is quite straightforward. However, mounting the strain gauge elements is tricky, and a number were spoiled before a simple method was devised. The location of each strain gauge is marked on the mild steel strap, so that they are accurately aligned in the long axis as well as accurately located one Anaesthesia ami IJltells;ve Care, Vol. I, .Vo. 2, Xoc'cIllUer, 1.'172 E opposite the other. The ,.;trap i,.; then cleaned and de-greased with metal polish, folhm-ed b\' ether. A small piece of insulating tape is stuck to each side of the strap next to the location of the gauge elements, to pren'nt their connecting strips making contact with the metal. A vcry small quantity of " Araldite" (Ciba) is used to cement the gauge elements to the steel strap. Air bubbles are carefully excluded. \Vhen the elements are in position a small piece' of tefion film is laid over eae 11 one (care being taken not to displace them) anli the assel11bh' is sandwiched hetween two small pieces of wood and placed tighth' in a vice, where it is allo\\Te! to remain overnight. \\"hen tllC "Araldite" is set, wires can be soldered to the contacts. The solder joints and wires can be encased in more "Ar~ddite" to protect them. It is probably advisable to allow a da\' or two for the plastic to curl' before the transducer is used.
USE
The transducer is mounted on the subject's forearm, as shown in Figure~. If the splint does not fit well, non-elastic adhesive plaster can be used to minimize mo\Tl1lent of the transducer on the ann. The thumb must 1)(' in the position of " oppo,.;ition " rather than ill FIGCRE :.!. -The tranS(lllccr is lllounter! on tIll' foreanl1. The long axis of thc lCYL'r Illakes an angle of about 30 with the forearm, to bring the thumb intu opposition. In practice, the fon'ann and hand are strapped to an anll board during recording to prcn·nt mUH'mcnt of thc metacarpab.
line with the fingers, to give best mcchanical advantagc to the adductor. The long axis of the transducer lever is 20° or 30° offset from thl' axis of the forearm. The forearm, palm ane! fingers are then strapped to a rigid arm board, otherwise the adductor pollicis imparts radial mOH'ment to its origin rather than adduct the thumb, which is now firmly held by the transducer. The arm can be either at the subject's side or abducted during recording. Figure ~{ shows a recording made during the course of an operation. The tracing was made on a San born 1 :lOO series poh'graph, but the transducer has also been used \\'ith Grass 5D and Dcvice,.; recorders. The linearih' of the transducer has been tested and found satisfactorv from 1 () to 1,000 gm. and its natural resonating freqm'nc\' is about ;-)~ Hz.
-~~\ tracing of the force of contraction of the adductor policis. Sllpramaximal stimuli were applicd frum a "Prince H<'IU), " stimulator (Tortla and \\"atson U)/U) to the ulnar nen·e. The paper speed was D·:.!;, mm per second. Abbreviations used: S, suxamethoniuI1l; T, tetanic stimulation; I', pan-curoniuIll; :\, neostigmine. .\t I, the stimulation rate was changed from I to about D·l pcr second. ~\t :.!, stimulation at 1 per second was resumcd. The top two lines arc consecutive. There is a gap of 17 minutes between the second and last line of tlw tracing.
,\CK);( )\YLE !)(;E;']E);TS TIlt' manufacture of force displacement strain gauges was part of a research project undertaken with the assistance of the Jackscn l~ees l~esearch Grant of the Australian Society of ;\naesthe[ists.
The method of mounting the transducer 011 the forearm was demonstrated to us by Professor 1(. L. Katz on his recent visit to tliis countn' as Guest Professor of the Australian Society (;f Anaesthetists. ;\Irs. P. Adams did the dra\\'ing in Figure 1. 
